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ABSTRACT 
 

The performance of the network could be obtained by monitoring events occurred in the network elements 
and improved by controlling the network element attributes values, has gained attention in the recent.  In this 
work, a new event monitoringscheme is proposed based on Wi-Max network with localized computation and 
availableresources. In Wireless network, especially Wi-Max network has advantage in mobility,coverage and 
scalability. This work helps to resolve the fundamental mobilitymanagement problem by monitoring events in 
Wi-Max based network. The proposed monitoring system is evaluated through networksimulations and proved 
it reduces the delay and improved data rate. 
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Introduction 
 

In wireless networks, researchers have been looking for the possibility of energy (SanghitaBhattacharjee, 
SubhansuBandyopadhyay, 2013)and power efficient routing. Since these constrains reduce the life time of a 
node and network (Fuu-Cheng Jiang, et al., 2012). These parameters are used with in the limit of available 
resources, minimum Quality ofService (QoS) (Mohammad Hammoudeh, Robert Newman, 2013) is guaranteed. 
But every day, the unpredicted growth of mobile internetand gadgets, a globally recognized monitoring and 
routing scheme is required in wirelesssensor and ad hoc networks. To achieve global phenomena, a novel 
network eventmonitoring infrastructure is proposed in this work. Wi-Max (Ibanez, S.R, et al., 2008; Andrews, 
G., et al., 2007; Chen, Y., 2007) play a major role in termsof connectivity and data rate in next generation 
wireless networks, hence it is easy tointegrate with the existing network. Event monitoring (Wittenburg, G., et 
al., 2012; Pereira, V., et al., 2012) is a fault management procedure,which correlate the events such as alarm and 
other management data. In this work, routinginformationsare correlated and shared based on demand 
fashion.Mani Subramanian (Mani Subramanian, 2010) proposed an event correlation method with deals with 
nodelevel grouping based on graph theory. This work reduces the multi symptom exchange andidentifies the 
faulty nodes with directional links. Due to the large number of nodes andinformation exchange, event 
correlation based routing is more suitable for sensor nodes. The event merging processes are result in low 
energy consumption (Min Chen, et al., 2006). Apart from the energyconsumption, the other network constrain is 
connectivity (Jennifer, S., R. Raj, Harikumar, 2012) of the nodes during themovement. Wireless nodes are able 
to communicate with in the coverage area andinformation exchange is done via multihop routing (Jianjun Wu, et 
al., 2012; Laufer, R., et al., 2012; Biswas, S. and R. Morris, 2005). One of the ways to providemobility is to 
include the infrastructure with hierarchical architecture (Amis, A.D., et al., 2000; KonradIwanicki, Maarten 
Steen, 2009). To improve thenetwork performance, the proposed work follows the above mentioned technique. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 deals with the networkarchitecture. The 
details of the event monitoring with routing scheme is given in Section 3.Results are analyzed in section 4 and 
section 5 concludes the work. 

 
Problem Formulation – Fair Bandwidth Sharing: 
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In this section bandwidth sharing problems are formulated with three different types ofwireless networks. In 
general, bandwidth is estimated between nodes then sharing thisbandwidth between nodes based on the QoS. 
But in this approach, based on the eventgenerated, required bandwidth is estimated. 

 
During this process the following problems are occurred: 
• Input: Given an unconnected graph G (V,E) // V-Vertices, E-Edges 
• Output: Find a FB between G(V) // FB - Fair Bandwidth 
• Problems 
a. Number of events (e) (connectivity request or link levels) generated is NP-hardproblem //‘e’ varies 

based on topology of G(V) 
b. Find FB , based on ‘e’ // It is an approximate solution 
c. The obtained value FB result from higher bandwidth service provider (Wi-Max) 
 

Proposed Network Architecture: 
 
This proposed system is a hierarchical monitoring architecture with two levels; 1. MANETmonitoring and 

2.Wireless Sensor Monitoring. The term Event may be a connectionmaintenance, rerouting request/response and 
link failure indication. In existing wirelessnetwork, these requests are shared between one hop neighbors in 
MANET. On the otherhand, in sensor networks these informations are shared between sink or anchor nodes 
forlocalization purpose. All the information sharing between localized neighbors is also createan extra burden 
and consume more energy or power. But the nodes in wirless are batterybased with limited resources. To 
improve the system performances, in terms of uninterrupted service, Wi-Max included in the proposed 
architecture. The proposed architecture is shown infigure 1. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Event Monitoring using Wi-Max 

 
Network architecture is follows the hierarchical architecture with the following buildingblocks 1.Wi-Max 

Base Station (first level nodes), 2.MANET Header (Second level nodes) orSink Node (WSN) and 3.Leaf nodes. 
The first two categories are named as monitor nodesand the third category is monitee nodes. All the monitee 
nodes are able to communicated firstlevel monitor nodes during the absence of second level hierarchical nodes 
or one hopneighbors. This situation is named as fusion information gathering. Initially the networkfollows their 
own routing protocols based on shortest path and energy based i.e. controlinformation exchanged between 
header or sink nodes. Wi-Max included in this architecture,when there is a need of connectivity or Quality of 
Service. Within the MANET structure, asimple spanning tree applied, other than leaf nodes are elected as leader 
nodes. These nodesare always communicated with Wi-Max base station. If a header fails, secondary level 
nodeswill act as a new header. 

 
Algorithm for Event Monitoring and Link Allocation: 

 
Input: Unconnected graph G with vertices V and edge E // V VWM, VM , VW,….Vn 
Output: Tree with hierarchically connected network 
/* System construction*/ 
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1. Select vertex VW in G i.e. VW ЄG // VWM – Wi-Max Base station  
2. Add Edge eiof VWM to VM and VW , where M=W=1,2,3……. // VM and VW - MANET and 
WSN nodes (or) 
3. Set all eiof VM and VW connected with VM (H) or VW (S) // H-Header and S-Sink node // 
4. H – formed by spanning tree 
/* Event Monitoring*/ 
5. if event ‘e’ of VM and VW not respond with a specified time‘t’ then 
Share ‘e’ with VWM through VM or VW 
6. else 
go to step 3 // reelect the VM or VW 
/* Link Allocation*/ 
7. if ‘e’receivedthen 
Alternate link ‘L’ obtained via VWM 
8. end 
 

Event Correlation Method: 
 
The proposed system works on three phases: 1. Event Correlation, 2. LinkEstablishment and Maintenance 

and 3. Response with Fusion nodes (nodes perform theaction based on the instruction by the base station). Event 
is an action or request made by anode during the link failure or node mobility. Generated events are processed 
throughmaximum ongoing link nodes to sink or MANET header. This is shown in figure 2 (a). Theprocess of 
event link is shown in figure 2 (b). To obtain the minimum resource utilizationevent correlation is obtained 
through the maintenance of link and network uncertainty ismaintained by fusion nodes. 

 

 
a) Event Gathering      b) Link to Base Station 

 
Fig. 2: Event Correlation Method 

 
Each event is processed by a unique id with unicast method and the entire nodes process thefirst received 

event only. Even some events take the largest path to sink/header; it waits forsome predetermined value based 
on his backoff time or TCP window size. If the valueexceeds the above values, it indicates to the one hop 
neighbor or some fusion nodes willrespond immediately. Fusion nodes are assigned by the Base station and 
instruct the node totake care about the event. Every node associated with two levels of links, i.e. Inter Wi-
MaxLink (Activate based on demand) and Intra link (With in the network, it’s also a sleep linkactivatebased on 
incoming information). The entire structure follows the unidirectional linkbetween leaf nodes to sink or header 
node. Bi-directional links are maintained between basestations to all other nodes. 

 
Link Establishment Procedure: 

 
This process explained the following timing diagram. The system follows ainfrastructure topology, hence 

all the activities coordinate by the Wi-Max base station. Linkmanagement procedure is shown in figure 3. Event 
management in MANET is much simplercompared to WSN due to scalability. The base station monitors the 
events and responddirectly within the inter link frame duration (I). This is multiple of MANET intra linkinterval 
(i). Both header and sink nodes are wake up in the beginning of ‘I or i’ interval andhearing the information from 
the base station. After receiving the linkinformation, the station returns to sleeping mode. 
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This process used for low energy consumption. The stations wake up next ‘i’ interval andanswer with link 
establishment information. This process continues like an asynchronoustime division access. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Event Monitoring and Link Establishment 
 
Result Analysis: 

 
Wi-Max simulation analysis is performed through network simulator (ns-2) based onreference 

(http://www.lrc.ic.unicamp.br/wimax_ns2/). This work focuses on implementation of bandwidth allocation and 
QoSsupport. The module implements the 802.16 five service flow types and their bandwidthrequest/grant 
mechanisms; moreover, it allows users to configure the QoS requirements ofapplications. In this scenario there 
is one base station with 100 MANET and sensor nodes.The uplink and downlink are assigned as 6Mbps for Wi-
Max, 2 and 1 Mbps for inside theMANET and WSN. The simulation time is 100 seconds and pause time is 6 
seconds withnode mobility 0.25m/s. The packet size is 512 Byte for WSN and MANET. Entire 
networkarchitecture follows TDD mode and terrain size 500x400m with 2 to 5 (communication pairs)sources 
CBR traffic. The simulation scenario is shown in figure 4. 

 

 
 

http://www.lrc.ic.unicamp.br/wimax_ns2/�
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Fig. 4: Wi-Max Simulation Scenario 
 
Initially intra domain networks MANET and WSN constructed based on spanningtree. The following 

parameters are observed; i) Throughput, ii) Delay, iii) Packet DeliveryRatio and iv) Number of Events in WSN. 
These results are compared with existing routingprotocol AODV. The Simulation results are shown in figure 5. 
Two set of simulations areperformed with (MANET-W and WSN-W) and without Wi-Max base station 
(MANET and WSN) and without base station scenario tested with AODV only [in the simulation it wasnamed 
as MANET-W (with Wi-Max)]. From the figure 5 a), MANET-W approaches delivera greater throughput of the 
originated data packets when there is little node mobility, provide95% delivery when there is no node motion. 
This is show in figure 5 (c). MANET and WSNperform not perform well, delivering over 39% of the data 
packets regardless of mobility rate.In these scenarios, WSN fails to converge at pause times more than 60 
seconds. 

 

 
(a)                                                 (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Fig. 5: a)Throughput vs Network size, b) Delay Analysis, c) Packet Delivery Ratio and d)Number of events  
             gathered. 

 
All the approaches produce a stable packet delivery for half of the node density andthe performance is 

degraded due to the more number of control packet updates and topologychanges. Similarly, delay for Wi-Max 
approach is low compared to other model, since it hassufficient uplink and downlink. This is shown in figure 5 
(b). The four approaches impose vastly different amounts of events, as shown in Figure 5 (d). Nearly an order of 
magnitudeseparates MANET-W, which handles the least event, from local scenario, due to the 
abundantmonitoring of Wi-Max base station. The event character of each method is demonstrated inthe shape of 
its event curve. In most of the scenarios, WSN and MANET failed to convergebecause of increased congestion. 

The protocol duration is gradually raised when the network size is increased. If the topologychanges and 
event generations are minimum, protocol duration is maintained with low value.This is shown with response 
time in figure 6(a) and (b). From the Figure, without base stationapproach take less time than other two 
approaches. For small networks, MANET or WSNshows the better response time. But base station approach 
outperforms for dense networks,due to its high bandwidth. Note that, for Wi-Max approaches, most of the time 
is used toselect the fusion nodes to satisfy the network demands. With the help of fusion nodes andhigh 
bandwidth base station approaches take less than 0.1 sec to respond the event. Thisprocess is based on 
synchronization of base station and header/sink node. The response timeWSN and MANET requires 0.4 and 0.9 
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sec seconds respectively. This simulation analysis isconducted to study the performance of base station with 
different link sharing between nodes. 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 6: 
 

Conclusion: 
 
Over the past few years, a variety of new monitoring methods targeted specifically atthe ad hoc networking 

environment have been proposed, but performance improvementthrough monitoring events are the novel idea 
proposed in this work. The proposed eventmonitoring is not only the solution for event monitoring, but this 
process helps to improve theperformance of the networking nodes in terms of routing and connectivity. This 
paper makescontributions in two areas. First, we describe our Wi-Max unidirectional monitoringarchitecture and 
event merging for improved network performance. From the simulation itsprove that Wi-Max monitoring 
performs almost as well as other routing protocols, but still itrequires increase in bandwidth. The goal is not to 
highlight ourselves but to present a betterunderstanding of the relative merits of monitoring structures and 
provide a beneficialreference for further study on network management to support the QoS. 
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